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MASTER: Two black and white

mannequins sitting on the

sofa together but also apart

from each other.

SON LUX

Alternate World

FS : The black mannequin

stands on the balcony and

admiring the view.

SON LUX

Alternate Age

FS: The white mannequin

stands behind the counter,

watching the black mannequin

from afar.

SON LUX

Alternate Life.

Master: Two mannequins stands

and face each other but also

apart from each other.

SON LUX

Alternate World

MEDIUM: Black mannequin looks

at white mannequin

SON LUX

Alternate Age

Medium: White mannequin looks

at black mannequin and raises

their hand.

SON LUX

Alternate Life

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: They raise

both of their hand and tries

to touch each other..

MS Match Cut: Both mannequin

are lounging together while

raising one of their arms to

touch each other’s hand.

SON LUX

Oh oh we’ll shed our skin

MCU: White mannequin looks at

black mannequin and embraces

their cheek

SON LUX

We’ll walk the other side.

MCU: Black mannequin embraces

white’s hand on their cheek.

MUSIC

Beat.

MS: Both of them embraces

each other by touching each

other’s forehead with their

own.

Full Shot: White is sitting

while Black is lying on the

couch, resting their head

on White’s lap. They’re both

watching TV

SON LUX

Oh oh we’ll brace for it

MCU of White: White watching

TV then turns their head to

see Black

SON LUX

And conquer Ev-
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MS of Black: Black is

watching TV

SONLUX

Erything

MCU of white: Camera slowly

tracks in to White as he

stares at black.

SON LUX

Oh whoa, Oh whoa, Oh

Full shot: Both mannequin

are doing the same pose on a

sofa. White is watching Black

SON LUX

and conquer every

Medium shot: White looking at

Black. Then slowly look up.

SON LUX

thing. Oh whoa, Oh Whoa -

Full shot: White louging on

the balcony door. They then

turn their head to see Black

behind them.

SON LUX

Oh...

MS: White lounging on the

balcony door. They then

turn their head to see Black

behind them. Focus pull to

Kitchen

MUSIC

FS: Both are sitting on the

ground not facing each other

but lying on their backs

together.

FS: Same pose as before. MUSIC

MS Curve Pan: Showcasing both

mannequin.

MUSIC

MS White: White begins to

lower their head and covering

their head with their hands.

Expression frustration.

Fs: White’s frustration and

Black’s neglect. Black is

standing and facing away

White.
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Medium shot reverse shot:

White is standing behind the

counter doing their business.

Black then comes it and yells

at White.

SON LUX

Tear me away from this fight.

Tear me away. Take me to an

Medium Shot reverse Shot:

Both of them are arguing.

SON LUX

Alternate world. Alternate age.

Alternate Life

Medium shot reverse shot:

Both of them arguing.

Full Shot

MEDIUM: Black pushes White.

Black is shock. Black looks

at his own hand

MEDIUM: White is pushed.

White is shocked.

SON LUX

Alternate world. Alternate age.

Alternate life

Full Shot Bed: Both of them

sitting apart from each other

on the bed.

MS Living: Black looks at his

hand and falls down on his

knees

MUSIC

FS: Black fall down on their

knees. Guilty. White bends

down and console Black.

Medium: Black cries.

Medium: White consoles. MUSIC

FS: Black cries nd White hugs

Black.

MUSIC


